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Experimental Section Blazes New Paths 
ByJimKomie 
The words "law school" and "experimen­
tal" do not seem to go together. Most people 
associate Jaw school with tradition, with 
ivy-<:overed buildings that reek of musty 
books and autocratic old men. 
But one section of this year's first year class 
will not participate in the tradition as most of 
us know it. Instead, they will be part of an ex­
periment in teaching. 
About two years ago, a group of professors 
began to meet for weekly lunches to discuss 
what they felt were problems with fU"St-year 
teaching. Why should most students hate 
their first year of law school? Why should it 
be an ordeal, "something that happened to 
Vol. 34, No.8 
you, instead of something you did," as 
Professor Chris Whitman puts it. 
THESE FACULTY members were also 
concerned with the way that the first year 
impacted on them as teachers. The ex­
perimental section is as much for them as for 
the students. Professor Alex Aleinikoff says 
they wanted to "create an excitement about 
teaching that really has to be sell-generating 
now." 
From these dissatisfactions grew an agenda. 
The professors felt that the students needed 
more feedback on their progress in law 
school. instead of the traditional all-or­
nothing final. They fell the curriculum was 
divided too rigidly, that differences rather 
than similarities were emphasized. A greater 
investment in developing better writing skills 
also seem important. Finally, the 
professors felt the traditional common-law 
approach squeezed. out any concern for ad­
ministrative agencies and regulations. 
The next step was to assemble a revised fir­
st-year program. The result is a modification 
of the traditional curriculum, rather than a 
wholesale scrapping. In the first semester, 
the experimental section has Civil Procedure 
with Professor Cooper, Constitutional Law 
with Professor Schauer, Contracts with 
Professor Westen. and Legal Process, which 
is "team taught."' In the second semester, 
the special section will take Torts with 
Beware of Dingue Fever 
The University of M1chigan I a" School 
Professor Whitman, Property with Professor 
Miller, Public Law with Professor Aleinikoff, 
and small sections of Criminal Law with 
Professors Chambers, Westen and J .B. 
White. 
THE TWO main innovations are Legal 
Process and Public Law. Legal Process is not 
a course in the normal sense. In the first 
semester, the experimental section will spend 
most of their time studying the three 
traditional courses. But three times during 
the semester (and once in January), these 
courses are suspended and Legal Process 
takes over for a week. During these "bridge 
weeks," the experimental section studies a 
See STUDENTS. page three 
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Speakers Blast Sexist Discrimination 
Ry Andrra Lodahl 
A group of analysts and activists in the field 
of wage discriminatiOn presented information 
and conclusions on efforts to eradicate sex­
based wage discrimination through programs 
collectively known as "comparable worth" 
last Friday and Saturday, in the comparable 
worth symposium sponsored by the Women 
Law Students' Association. the Black Law 
Students Alliance. the 1'\ational Lawyers' 
Guild, the Ia\\ school and several other 
university sponsors m the Hale Auditorium in 
the Business School An analysis of wage 
disparities as tht> result of sex-based 
discrimination in the keynote address Friday 
was followed up with panels presenting in­
formation on state and local developments in 
implementation of comparable worlh progr­
ams, the use of Title VII litigation in com­
parable worth tssut>s. lhe linkage of race and 
sex in comparable worth, and the economics 
and implementation or comparable worth. 
Winn Newman. a prominent labor attorney 
who has acted as general counsel to umons 
and has litigated major ci,•il nghts sutts, m· 
eluding AFSCME v. Stat� of Washington. 
delivered the keynote address Friday 
evening. Newman began his address by 
asserting, "I'm sorry to say that I won't be 
talking about comparable worth at all- I'm 





discrimination.'' Thus emphasizing the 
existing discrimination that he says compar­
able worth is meant to redress. Newman 
posed the issue as one of compliance with 
existing civil rights law, rather than as some 
kind of affirmative action program. 
By Steve Hunter 
Much of the public perceives lawyers as a 
conniving untrustworthy bunch. Doctors in 
particular view lawyers as several notches 
below used car salesmen on the social utility 
ladder. Much of the dislike is generated from 
the fact that doctors often hold lawyers 
responsible for their malpractice insurance 
rates. 
One consequence of the high malpractice 
rates of doctors has been some pending state 
legislation sometimes referred to as "torts 
revolt. 
.
. This legislation was debated Monday 
by State Senator Alan Cropsey, who is chair­
man of the Senate Judiciary Committee. and 
Donald Shelton, an Ann Arbor trial attorney 
"Action in the courts is key to voluntary ac­
tion." he declared. stating that there aren't 
many instances in civil rights history where 
voluntary action has taken place without 
some kind of legal prod. 
Examining the language of Title VII. 
and �1ayor of Saline. !\Iicbigan. 
Senator Cropsey began the debate with the 
acknowledgement that the legislation would 
have "signilicant, wide-ranging impact on 
our tort law.'' The senator described the 
package of legislation bill by bill. Some of the 
key points of the legislation include providing 
for a party judged to have brought a frivolous 
or harassing suit to pay the opponent's legal 
fees, limiting pre-judgment interest on awar· 
ds to the average of a five year T-bill, as op­
posed to the current 12%. requiring an expert 
witness in a medical specialty to have 75% of 
his clinical practice or teaching to be in that 
specialty and requiring all medical malprac­
tice cases to go before a panel of three doctors 
Newman concluded, "ll doesn't matter if 
we're talking about sex, or we're talking 
about race, if we rind that comtinationof a 
disparity in skill, effort and responsibility, 
and proof that lhe disparity resulted from 
discrimination." 
He continued, "Specifically. when we're 
talking about comparable worth. we're 
talking about pay for the work performed. 
You bear an awful lot about comparableworth 
talking about getting women into other jobs. 
That's an important issue .. but lhat's not 
discrimination in compensation." He 
reiterated that the issue is merely getting 
paid for the work you perform. 
"We're not talking, when we talk about this, 
about the market wage-we're talking about 
the way a particular employer treats and 
pays the occupants of its "black" jobs as 
compared lo its "white" jobs. and we're 
talking about what a job is worth. It doesn't 
matter whether the forklift operator is getting 
four dollars an hour or six dollars an hour-if 
the reason lhat the people on the assembly 
line-"women's jobs''-are getting three 
dollars an hour is because of discrimination, 
the issue is correcting it-if it's four dollars to 
four dollars. if it's six dollars to six dollars. 
It's got nothing to do with how much the 
forklift operator is getting compared to 
others," Newman said 
See C0�1PARABLE. four 
and a non-voting lawyer who is chairman. 
The panel is comprised of one physician 
chosen by the plainti!r, one chosen by the 
defendant. and one mutually agreed upon. 
Finally. the proposal would lower the statute 
of limitations from the victim's 20th birthday 
to the victim's eighth birthday. 
TilE LEGISLATION also carries 
provisions designed to curb malpractice. For 
example. the slate licensing and regulation 
board would be empowered to fine and 
require restitution of doctors found guilty of 
malpractice. One of the bills pending would 
also make its  misdemeanor for a physician to 
purposely misdiagnose a patient and a felony 
� �11\LPRACTICE. page six 
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Applause For 
Moot Court Changes 
Tbe RG applauds the changes made in the Campbell Moot 
Court Competition this year. Thanks to some thoughtful work 
on the part of tbe competltJon's organizers, Moot Court has 
become a much more accessible activity. 
The changes made, including shortening the first round brief 
to ten page , add up 10 a major change in CampbeU focus. In­
stead of relying on the brlelwriting stage to "weed out" com­
�tltors, this year's competition wiJJ place more weight on the 
quaUty or oral advocacy and will permit more competilors to 
reach lbe oral advocacy s1age. 
Researching and writing a twenty-page brief during interview 
swon was too much. Tbe allrltion rate of the last few Campbell 
competitions bas been staggering, and it's no wonder. With the 
lncre�ing emphass on jobs around here, many upperclass 
students place more emphasis on jobseeking than on their 
academics. But the academics don't go away, as second and 
third years currently lugging their Tax and Commercial Transac­
tions materials onto planes are aware. 
For people with any eX1ra�urricular activity or other 
obUgation Olke a job or a famUy), the extra demands or Cam­
pbell were out of the question. Now, altbougb It stiU makes for a 
very hectic schedule, students interested in Campbell don't have 
to choose between CampbeiJ and everything else. 
We also expect a decrease in attrition because tbe stakes bave 
been lowered for disappointment. As one Campbell participant 
put It, "You don't want to bleed from the eyes writing a twenty 
page brief and then get knocked out at the quarterfinal stage." 
A lower opportunity cost encourages more people to try Campbell. 
A stronger emphasis on oral advocacy also makes sense as a 
better training experience. Most MJcbfgan students wlll get a lot 
of writing experience In their first years witb a law firm, but UttJe 
or none In oral a.dvocacy. Even though many of us may be plan­
nina to enter business practice, there Is also enough "general 
practitioner" in those left in law to make most of us itch to try 
out courtroom sldlls. 
We lhJnk tbe Campbell organizers have done a great job of 
making alterations In Ugbt of changing circumstances, to 
praerve tbe floe opportunity In self.·training In legal skJlls tbat 
CampbeU represents. To tbem, and to those now scrambling to 
flalsb up tbeir briefs, Kood for you. Keep It up. 
Opinion 
Boycott Firms with S. Africa Ties 
By J.P. Wilson 
"/think thor the srudenr body [here or the Univer­
sity of Michigan Law School] is more conservative and 
apathetic than I would hove hoped but I [also} hope 
that [this] will not prevent them from seeing the impor­
tance [of the message] and that it won't deter them 
from becoming active [in] trying to affect change." 
With that comment I would like to explain to those who 
are not informed <and possibly try to reach those who do not 
care) the reasons why one is greeted sometimes at the door 
of the Placement Office by BLSA members brandishing 
placards. It is an effort to demonstrate against law firms 
that have dealings with the South African government or 
businesses in South Africa. The underlying strategy <of 
which this is merely one representative manifestation> 
might surprise some, might anger others, but will hopefully 
inform aU who are (and should be> concerned. 
The messages on the placards read "Who will you 
represent? South Africa- break the ties": "This is not a 
time for silence. South Africa, boycott Kirkpatrick and 
Lockhart"; and "There is no defense for South Africa 
<plead guilty and get oull". You have seen them when IBM 
was al the Law School and you will probably see them when 
Ford, GM, and GE will be here in November as well. 
Why the demonstrations? Why would someone voice the 
opinion that ''someone who prevents workers from being 
treated fairly knows nothing about fair representation"? 
What is an the fuss about anyway? 
According to John Gibson. the Chairman of BLSA. the ac­
tions taken here at the Law School are no diHerent than the 
sanctions imposed by other countries I economic, cultural. 
and diplomatic). It is intended to force the South African 
government into the realization that it cannot continue in 
the same manner as it has in the past, and that the only way 
to avoid what is the commonly-accepted fear that a blood­
bath will occur is to recognize criticism and then to con­
structively act upon it. 
Gibson's opinion is that students should boycott firms 
that have any dealings with South Africa which are either 
overt or tacitly held through economic ties. He does not ac­
cept the argument that by not dismantling the economic 
structure of South Africa one will allow for a smoother 
transition because he feels that this tacit economic efficlen· 
cy argument separates acts from consciousness and that 
therefore both positions are morally reprehensible. He is 
_encs>l!."aged by the fact that thus far those people who are 
not indifferent to the issue are in support of the demon­
stratJons as a symbol of solidarity and feels that those who 
do not know will become hopefully sensit.ized to the 
problem. 
It is good that some people are asking the necessary 
questions ''what can I do?" and ''who else is coming Lo in­
terview that has South African ties?". Anyone who has even 
been near a radio or TV set at tbe top of the hour has been 
exposed to the violence that has escalated in the ye.ar after 
President P. W. Botha first introduced his "ill-advised 
reforms" which gave a limited power-sharing role to the 
country's "coloreds" !those of mixed race> and Indians but 
docs not include the black majority 
According to the Nigenan-owned monthly "Africa'' of 
London, the "struggle against apartheid has reached a tur­
ning point as the country slides into an ungovernable 
state," the situation commg to head when a state of 
emergency was declared on July 21, 1985 for more than 36 
districts around Johannesburg and the Eastern Cape: add 
�o this the fact that the state of emergency gives the police 
widespread powers to detain people without warrants and 
you have the potential for an Armaggedon, the like of which 
will shock even the most indifferent and apathetic . 
One of the effecLS of all of this is. as I have said. the im· 
position of sanctions, especially those that are economic for 
it is this more than internal strife m either the while or 
black communities that appears to "signal that the final 
fight to rid South Afr1ca of apartheid, the last bastion of in­
stitutionalized racism. has begun" that is constitutionally 
mandated. Yet another response to the belief that,action is 
the order of the day has been the Nkomati Accord which 
points to the belief that the road to South Africa's avoidance 
of the impending doom. and to its international acceptance. 
hes in diplomatic manueverings which involve other 
African nations. 
But closer to home there is another response to the above 
described circumstances. The demonstrations that you 
have seen in Washington, D.C. outside of the South African 
Embassy are no different than the ones outside of the 
Placement Office for they are both manifestations of the 
same belief- that to be socially responsible one must voice 
one's opinion on issues that matter. One result that is hoped 
for, the basis for any social movement. is dialogue. Susan 
Hackett certainly took this to heart when she went and in­
terviewed with a Jaw firm that has South African ties. She 
went in expecting to be met with all sorts of evasive an­
swers and hostility when the subject of South Africa came 
up but was pleasantly surprised to find out that some mem­
bers of the firm also find it offensive to be associated with a 
firm that has such ties. She is, however, still a bit confused 
las we all are) as to how she is going to handle personal 
situations involving South Africa in the future ... but at least 
her thought processes are mO\'ing in the right direction. 
There are a myriad of other issues that have not been ad· 
dressed here that need to be and might be in another ar­
ticle. The point here, however, is to explain and hopefully 
affect the same response that the BLSA demonstrators 
aimed for when they boycott a law firm - to begin a 
dialogue that will expose ideas that are weak and/or 
reprehensible and garnish support for those that are 
morally strong yet strategically questionable. Demon­
strations of any kind foster reactions ranging from infor-
See BOVCOTTII'G, page thrt>e 
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Forum 
Barristers Should Dissolve After Poisoning 
To the Editor: 
The tragedy last week involving the near-death of a first­
year student at an initiation/hazing ceremony for a selec­
tive "secret" society called the Barristers should be e.nough 
to set the Administration and FacuHy to thinking about 
banning the Barristers and secret societies in generaL They 
should be banned for the following reasons: 
First, the dangers of initiations and hazing of such 
organizations. almost realized in the extreme last week, 
cannot be offset by any imagined "social" benefit. The 
Barristers claim that their focus is "sociaL·· But the idea 
that a student organization can be both "social" and 
"secret" is a contradiction in terms. Also, the Barristers' 
promise that they have seen the error of their ways and will 
reform provides insufficient security for the future. When 
the memory of this event fades within a few student 
generations (measured In 3-year spreads), the stage will be 
set for another disaster, perhaps this time fatal. 
Second, there is enough "initiation" in the first year of 
law school itself-from the "terrorism'' of the classrooms 
to the tensions of exams-without allowing the added peer 
pressures generated by groups like the Barristers. 
Third, selective ''secret" societies like the Barristers are 
Boycotting Firms Aids World 
Pressure on Apartheid System 
From Page �o 
ming to explaimng an tdea, and as a BLSA member I sup­
port this type of ph)stcal expression. If one understands 
thai the demands for equal rights for the maJonty blacks. 
as well as for other mmorities in South Africa. will not go 
away under any ctrcumstance: and. more importantly. 
that this "particular government simply has run out of (op­
tions> and out of t1ml'," then no matter if you believe that 
comprimise on both sides must be maintained, or that 
economic sanctions will bring the South African gover­
nment to its knees, or even, as "Business Day'' 1 a Johan­
nesburg independant newspaper> has suggested, that three 
principles are to be recognized !promises made must be 
stood by and not perverted by lies and double-standards. 
the imposition or a subculture and its ideas on a pluralistic 
society shall not be tolerated. and that future negotiations 
shall involve acknowledged black leaders and not those who 
are viewed as "puppets" of the governmenu. then one can 
perceive demonstrations in a new light. If one agrees "';th 
the publisher of the German "Die Zeit'' that there is only 
one hope left and that is that "the psychological shock 
caused by the erupt1on of bloody rebellion. combined with 
the economic crisis that the unrest has worsened. will force 
the government into decis1ve change, .. then one can only 
respect BLSA 's efforts to demonstrate: and at least their 
right to stir up ideas. 
UNIVERSITY OF SANTA CLARA 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
1986 Summer Law Study Abroad 
OXFORD, ENGLAN D: June 30-August 10 
Students live i11 15th century Oxford College and 
are taught by Oxford professors in Oxford Tutorial 
Method. Coune offerings include Jurisprudence. 
European Economic Community Law, Legal 
History, Computers and the Law, International 
Human Rights. and various comparative courses in 
areas such as Constitutional Law, Real Property, 
Torts and Labor Law. 
HONG KONG: June 9- July 30 
Trade and commercial relations between Hong 
Kong, China, and the rest of east Asia is the focus 
of the program held at the University of Hong 
Kong. Practice compo11ent affords option of either 
a writing tutorial or an intemship with a Hong 
Kong firm, corporate law office or government 
agency. 
SJNGAPORE-ASEAN: June 9. July 30 
Focus of the program to be held at the national 
University of Singapore will be the legal systems 
and cultures as well as the legal aspects of inter­
national investment and development in the coun­
tries of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
(ASEAN) (SinRopore. Indonesia, Thailand, 
Malaysia, the Philippines, Brunei). At our dispo­
sal are the resources o] the Nattonal University of 
Singapore, The Asian-Pacific Tax and Investment 
Research Center, local and international faculty 
consisting of recogmzed experts in the subject 
areas, and law offices which deal in such mauers on 
a daily basis. Internships required after the 
academic courses with Singapore and Bangkok 
(Thailand) law offices. 
TOKYO, JAPAN: June 18 -August 8 
Emphasis on U.S.-Japanese trade. Courses in 
Japanese Legal System, International Business 
Transactions, Comparative Law (Intellectual 
Property). Internships with Japanese Jaw firms and 
corporate legal departments. Instruction primarily 
with Japanese professors and practitioners. Visits 
to governmental offices and company legal depar­
tments. 
STRASBOURG, FRANCE 
GENEVA, SWITZERLAN D: 
June 11 - August 1 
Emphasis on international human rights and public 
international law. Taught by recognized experts 
from around the world. In cooperation with Infer­
national Institute of Human Rights (Strasbourg) 
and Henry Dunant Institute (Geneva). Courses on 
Sources of International Law, International 
Organizations, Human Rights, Immigration Law, 
Soviet Legal System, Humanitarian Law and In­
ternational Arbitration. Internship possibilities. 
ALL COURSES ARE TAUGHT IN ENGLISH. 
APPROVED BY THE AMERICAN 
BAR ASSOCIATION 
For a detailed brochure, contact: 
Institute of International & Comparative Law 
University of Santa Clara School of Law 
Santa Clara. California 9.50.53 
(408) 5.54-4/62 . 
. 
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in their nature anti-<Jemocratic. It is unbecoming and 
politically indefensible for a law school of Michigan's 
stature, with its role in training future leaders of society, to 
condone such anti-democratic organizations. 
Undergraduate fraternities and sororities can and do 
serve a useful social purpose at that time in life when young 
adults make the transition from living with their parents 
toward independence. The same cannot be said, however. 
of the Barristers. One would hope that most incoming law 
students have already achieved at least partial independence 
and maturity, precluding the psychological need to belong 
to a selective ''secret" social club. Michigan is an "elite" 
professional school. By the lime we get here. the lime 
should have passed for fraternity/sorority-like 
shenanigans. 
The name "Barristers" is ironic and unfortunate. Their 
immature and dangerous behavior has not only almost 
killed one of our classmates, but disgraces the profession to 
which we aspire. The Barristers should be dissolved. At 
minimum. they should themselves prohibit initiation or 
hazing ceremonies or any sort and become the "public'' 
organization that any truly "social" group of law students 
should be. 
Eric Orts 
Gunther Fan Mail 
An Open Letll'r to Gerald Gunther: 
Dear Mr. Gunther: 
Last year my constitutional law class used your casebook 
and its less than slim supplement. When I walked into the 
first amendment course this semester, 1 was informed that 
due to extensive alteration the lOth edition was 
unrecognizable and I would have to purchase the 11th 
edition. These alterations consisted of Uttle more than stuf­
fing the supplement into the bound volume. Amazingly, the 
number of pages in the lllh edition remained roughly con­
stant <a feat accomplished by means of microscopic prin­
ting, whose benefits will no doubt be reaped by op­
tometrists l. 
Now. perhaps because the pages have lhe texture and 
consistency of the Dead Sea Scrolls, the print runs when 
students touch it. Disturbed, the bookstore has agreed to 
provide disappointed students with a special. non-porous 
edition. Thus, I will have acquired three copies of your book 
in little more than one yenr. While this has some advantage 
<it certainly looks lawyerly to have three bluebacked texts 
arranged in succession on my shelves>. I question whether 
the text's excruciating detail is necessary to the basic cour­
ses for which the book Is used. 
1. Fortunately, the preface to the 9th edition. long con· 
sidered one of the most valuable contributions to con­
stitutional law since the Carolene Products Footnote, has 
been preserved in the lith edition. Two obscure courts have 
questioned the practice of not writing new prefaces for 
each edition. See maybe franklin v. Rabin. 13 F.Supp.l3: 
See instead In re Nowak <unreported). The facts of this 
case are particularly in teresting. However, for 
pedagogical reasons they have been omitted, along with the 
remainder of the case except for sentence four of the 
holding. Sincerely, 
!\larkS. Cohen 2L 
I J J • •  f • f t I • t l • • • •  
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Comparable Worth Critics Answered 
rrom page one 
�EW�lt\� EXPLAINED that proving wage 
discrimination usually requires a 
segregated workforce, so you can show the 
linkage o£ sex and discriminatory wages. 
"Basically, segregation is key, and I think 
vou'll find that whenever you have 
segregation, you'll have a wage disparity. 
They go hand in glove, there's a symbiotic 
relationship between segregation and pay.'' 
He compared the workforce segregation and 
the rationales that are used to support wage 
differences between the classes of jobs to the 
"separate but equal'' theory of racial 
segregation that was formerly accepted. 
Addressing the frequently posed coun­
ter-argument that "women choose these 
jobs," Newman agreed that ln the sense of 
deciding to become a nurse or similar oc· 
cupations. "women do choose these jobs." 
But such an analysis was inappropriate, he 
said, for entry level unskilled jobs. Then, he 
said, "it becomes difficult to argue that these 
people choose to work as a hospital aide, 
where they ususally get paid less. than as a 
parking lot attendant, where they get paid 
more. To say that women choose these jobs is 
to sort of say that people go to an employer 
looking for a job and say, 'Please tell me the 
lowest paying job so I can apply for it,' you 
can't explain this any other way. •· 
Newman suggested that it is not meaningful 
to talk about supply and demand with un­
skilled jobs. whic.h are the jobs in which many 
cases or sex segregation and wage disparities 
have been seen. To talk about supply and 
demand with unskilled jobs, Newman said, 
was like ''suggesting there's a pool of skilled 
parking lot attendants out there. That's why 
men get all or those jobs, because th.ey're so 
skilled in doing it." Newman pointed out that 
most or the jobs in the United States are un­
skilled. 
THE ONLY WAY to fix discrimination ac­
cording to all our experience, Newman said, 
was to bring the disadvantaged up to the level 
or the advantaged. He then suggested that 
some critics think job evaluation is a new 
thing. "It's not new at all." he asserted, citing 
JOb evaluation done during World War II with 
jobs on the assembly line and other unskilled 
jobs. He described job evaluation as an "em­
ployer's tool for comparing dissimilar jobs." 
Newman mentioned a case to be filed-soon 
against the County of Los Angeles which is 
brought on both sex and race based wage 
discrimination grounds. "All in alJ, the wages 
earned by black men. Hispanic men, and 
white women are exactly the same-white 
men earn thirty-five percent more than those 
Remainderman 
DO yoJ WI� T"o 
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three categories. The reason J get excited 
about that case is that it puts lhe lie to the 
argument that the reason the men are paid 
more is because they do the dirty dangerous 
work, because if you look at Los Angeles 
County you'Ll find what I believe you'll fmd 
anywhere else. when you look at which men 
do the heavy dirty dangerous work, you'll find 
that people don't get paid for that at 
all-because you'll find that the minorities do 
that work." 
He also found that it "put the lie to the 
people like Clarence Pendleton, Chairman of 
the U.S. Commission Against Civil Rights" 
who say that "comparable worth is 
reparations for middle class white women.·· 
Turning to the counterarguments, Newman 
first examined the argument that the proper 
remedy if women aren't getting paid properly 
for "women's jobs'' is to get them to take 
other jobs. "Now. try that out for size on a 
black person. Go ahead-tell a black person 
'lf you feel you're being discriminated again­
st get another job.' People wouldn't even say 
it. I think this is what you call blaming the 
victim. something like telling someone who's 
been mugged to move to another neigh· 
borhood.'' 
"Secondly. there's cost," Newman con­
tinued. "And again, tell black people that we 
can't correct discrimination because it costs 
too much to correct it. l f  we were going to say 
that, we shouldn't have passed a law-but we did pass a law. saying we were going to get 
rid of discrimination." He acknowledged that 
civil rights laws requiring pay equity are a 
cost item for employers, when they are told 
they can't pay a black less even though they 
can get him for less. "That's why they op­
posed the Equal Pay Act. and why they now 
run to the Equal Pay Act to provide a defense 
against suits under the Civil Rights Act." He 
also brought up the costs to workers, noting 
that people talk about how much correction 
wiiJ cost the employers, not that the current 
system is costing each employee several 
thousand dollars a year. 
Then, Newman said, there's the ·•apples 
and oranges argument," which asserts that 
you can't compare dissimilar jobs. "The ex­
press purpose for job evaluation is precisely 
to compare dissimilar jobs. This is a 
management tool going back a long time. And 
you know, they thought it was a reliable tool 
until we started using it." He pointed out that 
the use of job evaluations as a tool for setting 
wages was a good defense to an action under 
the Equal Pay Act. 
Newman next addressed the argument that 
employers set wages based on the market· 
place and that the market process shouldn't 
be interfered with. He cited a former 
Secretary of Labor (under Nixon I who argues 
that the market is not used to set wages, and 
said "If you think about it a minute. I think 
vou have to come out that way." 
· Any employer who gives an across·thl'­
board increase, for example, is probably not 
following the market. H they did a survey and 
found that their forklift operator was getting 
five percent less than the forklif! operator in 
the survey, and its typist was gettmg two per­
cent less than the typist in the survey. if they 
were following the market what they would do 
is to apply that five percent and that two per­
cent to those various jobs." 
Newman added that Supreme Court cases 
under the Equal Pay Act have held that the 
market is not a defense to wage 
discrimination. Finally, he questioned the 
treatment of the market as "sacrosanct'': 
"There's no law that says you have to follow 
the market." He said that slavery might be 
seen as following the market, too. 
"The fifth defense," said Newman, "is that 
we don't want the government selling wages. 
we don't want a bureaucracy. He referred to a 
debate the previous week where Phyllis 
SchJafly reportedly argued that the com­
parable worth theorists were advocating 
communism and accused them or wanting 
"Commissars" and bureaucracy. "Well, I 
think that's success When those people start 
talking in that direction, bringing the debate 
to thai level, they're in trouble.'' He stressed 
that "nobody is suggesting that the gover­
nment set wages," pointing out that as a 
discrimination issue the problem is one of 
bringing up the disparately low wages to the 
level of the advantaged, "whatever that level 
happens to be." 
Finally, Newman addressed the remedy 
1ssue. with critics saying that the Civil Rights 
Act should be enforced in that women should 
get other jobs, but that comparable worth 
should not be used. "Sure. they have a right to 
get those other jobs." said Newman. "They 
also have the right to get paid for the work 
they're doing without discrimination." He 
noted that men are not moving into women's 
jobs. "Second,'' he said. "if it happened, we 
wouldn't be gelling rid of the discrimination. 
we'd be sharing it." He said that men who did 
enter traditionally female jobs should also be 
entitled to relief inasmuch as they were 
sharing in discrimination left over from the 
time when it was exclusively a women's 
job. 
He summed up by saying, "Once you 
recognize that this is garden variety, out-and­
out discrimination, I don't think that 
reasonable people can differ any longer about 
what has to be done about it. I think the 
discrimination has got to go." 
Body Debates Barrister Cemure 
By Linda Kim 
The Law Schooi Senate spent a large part of 
its weekly meeting Monday discussing the 
recent Barrister initiation and trying to 
decide whether to pass a resolution condem­
ning their initiation activities. 
After a heated discussion on the issue, the 
Senate decided to table the proposal until next 
week's meeting. Eric Orts. who wrote the 
resolution in response to the recent 
hospitalization of a second-year student, said 
he thought the Senate should lake some kind 
of stand on the issue to make it known that 
this shouldn't go on. 
Several senators felt the same way. ''I 
agree wholeheartedly with this resolution," 
Doris Wilson said. "I think it says 'look. take 
cognizance or the fact that you almost killed 
someone.'' 
Several senate members said they would 
like to see the proposal re-worded somewhat, 
so they decided to table a vote on it until next 
week. 
In othel' business, the Senate discussed this 
week's t-shirt sale, and the possibility of 
bringing back the Res Ipsa Loquitur shirts. 
The sale continued today and tomorrow 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m .. and Friday from 10 
a.m. to3p.m. 
The Senate also: 
• heard an update from Elliot Dater on the 
pinball and video games m the Lawyers Club. 
He said they've decided to switch from Tri­
City Associates to G & A Amusements, which 
handles most of the University's business. As 
soon as they can get Tri-City to take their 
machines out. he said. G & A will put in three 
pinball and three video games. 
• discussed the possibility of a joint food 
drive \\ith the Business School, which recen­
tly challenged the Ia\\ school to help raise 
food for charity. Vice President Reggie Tur­
ner said he'd first like to ask senators for their 
help in developing a recipient for the food, so 
they couJd possibly have the drive at the next 
party. 
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LITTLE KNOWN TORTS 
During our years o f  researching dusty, dan k ,  dingy law libraries and other known 
(and even some unknown) niches and crannies in search of potentially bizarre bar 
exam questions that might be sprung on unsuspecting students, we discovered 
certain "little known torts" that have yet to appear on any exam. As a special 
student service, we thought it only fair to bring one of these unknown torts 
out in the open, just in case. 
After a long, arduous journey across the bounding main, 
11.racked wilh scurvy. beri-beri, hideous storms and sea 
��nts, the sailing ves.•d "Mayflour," c:ompl�te �Allb 
ship's company, landed safely at Plymouth Rock. 
Unfonunatdy (and not at all in keeping with other 
historical records) maylrm broke loose in the form of 
LITTLE KNOWN TORTS #l 
Private Peter Pilgrim. 
As Peter Pilgrim was disembarking from rhe ship, the wet 
gangway slipped off Pl)mouth Rock, propelling him over 
the rock. landing on (aad destroying) a festive table, 
laden with mouth-waterng goodies painstakingly prepared 
by Chief Chuckie Cheet and his tribe. 
Chaef Chuckae Checz, after reviving Privat� Peter Pilgrim 
(and removina mass quantities of cranberrY sauce from his 
' nostrils and a drumstick from his left ear) sued Pnvate 
Peler Pilgrim for damages for destruction of property. 
Private Peter Pilgrim in turn sued Captain C. Way for 
oc:gtgence for allowina him to disembark on the wet gangway. 
Captain C. Way in turn sued Far Flung Funsbips (owners 
and operators of the ''Mayflour") on the grounds that the 
vessel was equipped with an unsafe gangway. 
Far Flung Funs hips then su�d Gangway Gratings Ltd. for 
product Uabilily since the gangway was "guaranteed" to be 
"sli� proof." 
Gangway Gratings Ltd. sued Chief Chuckle Cheez for 
ne&Jiaence for improperly usiO& Plymouth Rock as a 
disembarking place since h was moss encrusted and was 
therefore a dangerous mooring facility. 
MAIL TO YOUR NEA�ESl JOSEPHSON/KlUWER Offla 
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· So, to add a little enjoymmt to tbe story and in 
"thanksgiving" of lhe verdict, if you send in an answer 
by November 29,and it matches the Judge's, we'll send 
you a coupon won.h S25 off a JosephsoniKiuwer Bar 
Review Course or Josephson/Kiuwer Workshop. 
Oh, and that's in addition 
to the current fall discount of $70.00 
Ansl'\'rs (check Cine) 
= Private Peter Pilgrim was held liable because ht was 
clumsy. 
= Chief Chuckit Cheez was held liable beau� he 
knowingly placed the diMer table roo close to the 
"slipperY" rock. 
= All panics were held 10 be panially at fault and ordered 
to sit down at a dinner table and to "give thanks" that 
no serious damage was done and to celebrate the 
momentous occasion 
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Students, Faculty Both Learning from Experiment 
from page one 
subject that involves "issues that cut across 
the division or the courses," as Wrutman ex­
plains. 
For example, the second bridge week 
covered legal ethics. On the weekend prior to 
the bridge week, the section did a client­
counseling exercise. During the week, the 
students broke down into smaiJ sections to 
d.iscuss the exercise. and heard lectures on 
the Model Rules of Professional Conduct. the 
ethics or career choice, and on the conflict 
between client and lawyer goals <ala Derrick 
Be Ill. Finally. the section was given a graded 
written assignment on sham marriages as a 
way or gaining entry for immigrants. Other 
bridge week topics include legal process. the 
role of the judiciary, and interpretation of 
legal texts. 
The second innovation involves a course in 
Public Law, to be taught by Aleinikoff. 
Aleinikoff explains that the Public Law cour­
se is "an attempt to redress the imbalance" 
in the first year that favors the common Jaw. 
The Public Law course will explore statutes, 
regulations and administrative agencies, 
hopefully giving students a more real . im­
pression or what they will encounter as prac­
ticing attorneys. 
t\SIDE FROM these innovations on paper. 
the involved professors are trying hard to do 
other things differently, and especially trying 
to coordinate their teaching. Schauer says his 
goal is to teach "in a way that is constantly at­
tuned to the total learning experience of the 
students." To teach constitutional law, 
Schauer says he will "talk about federalism 
FULL FL YBACK SERVICE 
THANKSGIVING VACATION 
Air Fore to New York from $98 
Regency Travel has moved to 
209-21 J S. State St. 
YacationPS;ENCY 
TPAV€l. INC. -A 
665-61 22 ., 
YOUR EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY BUSINESS 
AND PLEASURE TRAVEL SPECIAUSJS 
• LOWEST AVAILABLE AIRFARES 
ON CAMPUS: 
9 . 7 
Michigan Union Mall 530 South State St. 
769-1776 
MON. - FRI. ,  9A.M. to 5:30 P.M., SAT., 10A.M. to 1 P.M. 
in the context of a particular contract doc­
trine the students know about." Such coor· 
dination also involves a n  effort to bring up 
similar issues at the same time in different 
courses, like causation in torts and criminal 
law. Professors must stay constantly in touch 
to achieve trus coordination. 
So far. the experimental section has been a 
success for faculty and students. Whitman 
calls her experiences "collegial in a way 
teaching never has been before.'' All the 
professors feel that the experiment has made 
them re-&amine their teaching, which they 
feel is a good thing. 
As for the students. the reaction is similarly 
enthusiastic. Some were worried at first that 
being in an experimental section would make 
law firms reluctant to hire them. But, arter 
the first two months, the quality of the 
education they are receiving has made that 
concern disappear. Students seem to like 
everything about the experimental section, 
including the written assignments at the end 
of the bridge weeks. First-year Steve Brad­
bury thinks the paper topics bring together 
what they talked about during the bridge 
week. He also thinks "we're fortunate to have 
a graded, in-class exam before the final 
week.'" 
The experimental section seems to have 
accomplished the impossible: making first· 
year students enjoy Jaw school. If the 
program continues to enjoy such success, it  




from page one 
for a doctor to alter medical records. A 
hospital which kept inaccurate records or 
allowed them to be destroyed would be sub· 
jecl to a $10,000 fine. 
According to Senator Cropsey. this 
legislation is designed to address the state's 
chronic malpractice insurance problem. 
"Ten years ago we faced a liability crisis;· 
the Senator explained, and the state had to set 
up a fund to allow for insurance for doctors 
Cropsey further explained that lnd1ana. 
wh1ch also faced a similar problem, 
solved it by adopting legislation 
similar to Mich1gan's proposed bills. 
For example, Cropsey described the ln· 
diana panel of doctors as a group which has 
been able to "weed out frivolous cases and get 
to the crux of the whole matter" in the rest 
Indiana also imposed a cap on awards. As a 
consequence, Cropsey argued. Indiana's 
malpractice rates have not risen 
dramatically Michigan. in contrast. has had 
a large jump in malpractic£> rates. according 
to Cropsey "Sixty-SIX percent or the family 
physicians in this state have stopped. or plan 
on reducing the1r numb£>r of. delivering 
bab1es," Cropsey said. citing the M1chigan 
medical association as his source. 
• helton has a dtfferent vie..., of Indiana's 
legislation. According to Shelton, 99.9'\\ of all 
the cases that went before the Indiana panel 
were judged not to be malpractice. He 
described the process as "forcing the vtctim 
to run a gauntlet against a biased panel." As 
for lhe cap on pain and sufrering, Shelton 
pomted out that if the doctor cuts orr your leg 
by mistake there is a cap. but if he runs over 
you with his car. there is nonr "The 
legislature 1s responding to the doctors who. 
for some reason, are saying ·our rates are too 
h•gh'.'' Shelton added that one doctor com­
plained that his malpractice insurance was 
15'\', of his income, but his income was $240,000. 
Another area of disagreement between 
Cropsey and Shelton was whether or not the 
insurance companies were at aiJ to blame for 
the high rates. Cropsey posed the question of 
whether or not this was an insurance com­
pany manufactured cnsis and said "I would 
maintain that no, it isn't." The senator cited 
the fact that there are only three practicing 
medical malpractice msurance companies i n  
the state out of the 70 or 80 licensed to provide 
it. "They're losing money hand over fist if  
lhey do so." he added. 
Shl'lton. on the other hand, maintains that 
rates have risen because lower interest rates 
have lowered insurance companies' returns 
on their investments. He c1ted as an example 
lhe University of Mi<'higan Hospital which in· 
sures itself against malpractice. as proof that 
rates needn't necessanly be sky-high. 
CROPSEY RERl'TTED that example with 
one of his own. Ac<'ording to the Senator. 
Henry Ford Hospital also insures itself. but 
has to charge every patient it admits $433.00 
to go towards malpractice insurance . 
Cropsey also maintained that the proposed 
panel of doctors is necessary because of the 
complexity of med1cal matters. He cited a 
Rand Corporation study of Cooke County in· 
dicatmg that juries give higher awards in 
cases such as medical malpractice. where 
there are percei\'ed "deep pockets". 
In contrast, Shelton exclaimed "how dare 
the legislators accuse the jurors of being ar­
bitrary? The jurors are the only ones who 
know lhe facts of the case." 
Notices -
SOCIAL COMMITTEE IIALLOWEEl' 
PARTY - The Law School's annual 
Halloween Party will be held on Thursday. 
October 31. in the Lawyer's Club Lounge. 
from 7 p.m. to 12 a . m .  University 
regulations require all parties held in the 
Lawyer's Club Lounge to end at 12 a.m. 
Sunday through Thursday nights, and at 1 
a.m. on Friday and Saturday nights. The 
Halloween Party will end promptly at 12 
midnight. The members of the Social 
Committee would appreciate it if those at-
tending this party. as weU as future par­
ties, could take note of these time restric­
tions. and plan on arriving at Law School 
parties early on - so that there will be 
plenty of time to have fun. See you Thur­
sday! 
P1\)I;EL TIME CHAI"GE- The Upper­
class Course Selection Panel will now meet 
on Wednesday. 1\ovember 6th, at 4:30 p.m. 
in room 138 Hutchins. 
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Big Apple Comedy Gets Dark Afterhours 
ByJim Komie 
For every normal person in New York City, 
there are at least two weirdos. In After hours, 
which is set in New York City. Paul Hackman 
is a normal person. Only Paul seems to have 
about thirty-five of the city's finest loonies 
assigned to him. . 
Afterhours is about Paul's encounter w1th 
Manhattan's darker side. Paul is a typical 
yuppie, employed as some sort of computer 
somebody. 
One night, he meets a beautiful woman 
< Rosanna Arquette l as he eats a lonely 
cheeseburger in an uptown coffee shop. She 
gives him her number. wh1ch be scribbles on 
a page of The Tropic if Capricorn !hinting at 
Paul's frustration with his normalcy) and she 
waltzes out. 
Later that night, Paul resolves to take a 
chance and gives the woman a buzz-she in­
vites him to her loft in Soho. He hurtles down­
town in a cab, only to have his money blown 
out the window of the cab. leaving him with 
less than a dollar. 
The rest of the movie tells the story of 
Paul's struggle to get home. sort of like the 
Odyssey set in lower Manhattan. That's not 
a totally facetious simile for Arterhours con­
sists of a series of episodes, just like lhe 
Odyssey. Despite its episodic structure. Af­
terhours is made a whole by a sense of deja 
vu. The whole movie has a sort of night­
marish quality to it. 
Afterhours is quite a lot better than I've 
made 1t sound. It's funny. but funny in a sort 
or twisted wav-black humor. Black humor 
bas nothing to do with Bill Cosby. though 
Richard Pryor IS a black. black humorist 
Black humor is macabre and sick. 
The other day, a friend and I were in his 
car. It was raining and we saw a guy walk by 
with an uncovered baby in his arms. I said 
''That's terrible-that baby's going to get 
sick." My friend said, "Maybe the baby is 
dead." Now that's black humor,and that's the 
sense of humor Arterhours has. 
But what would you expect from Martin 
Scorsese. director of Arterhours? He has 
specialized in cheery Oicks like Taxi Driver 
and Raging Bull, so screwball comedy 
wouldn't be his forte. Arterhours is like a very 
strange brotherofTaxi Driver. It's got the 
same panicky air of urban violence, but 
given a half twist so that it's funny. A 
vigilante mob combs the streets for Paul but 
the mob is led bv a Mister Softee ice cream 
truck. 
· 
Afterhours is filled with cameo appearan­
ces. Cheech and Chong play the cat burglars. 
Bronson Pinchot CBarry in Risky Business 
and the gay gallery director in Beverly Hills 
Cop l is a computer trainee who wants to start 
an art magazine. Terri Garr and Catherine 
O'Hara (from SCTVl play women that Paul 
meets during the course of the night. 
Griffin Dunne, who I've never seen before, 
is fine as Paul Hackman. I think Scorsese 
purposefully stayed away from a name actor 
so that the audience could better identify with 
Paul as an average nobody As the woman 
Paul meets in the coffee shop. Rosanna 
Arquette is terrific. She's baffled and baf­
Oing-the perfect heroine of the movie. 
Though I liked Aflerhours, I'm not sure it's 
for everyone. Maybe I'm a little weird. 
Maybe I should move to New York. 
John Mortimer's Rum pole Passes American Bar 
Any person who was gomg to stand trtal for 
a criminaJ offense wouJd v.ant Horace Rum­
pole as their lawyer Rumpole believes in 
longer fighting for himself Fortunately for 
his clients. Rumpole's skills as a tnal attor­
ney are extraordinar). 
fx 1J.jtbris 
RVMPOLE OF THE BAILEY 
Horace Rumpole IS the creatton of British 
Barnster John �tortimer �lortimer has writ 
ten ftve books detailing the adventures or 
Horace Rumpole They are· Rumpole of thP 
Bailev The Trials of Rumpole. Rumpole's 
Retu;n Ruritpole For The Defence. and 
Rum pole and the Golden Thread by .John Mcll'tiaurr 
"never pleading gualt}" and he will go on 
fighting for a client even 1f the client 1s no 
All of these books. except for the novel 
length story of Rumpole's Return, constsl of 
short stories that detail Rumpole's lnumphs 
Crossword By Joseph Mazzarese 
ACROSS 
!. Some 
4. Tax preparer 
7. '60's radical group 
10. Head of corp. 
ll. �ai U1stitute 
12. Maple product 
l5. STrike 
16. Organ 




22. Big corp. 
23. Gravestone 
24. Method Cabbrev.) 
25. Patent office 
26. Rent 
Z7. Serious 
30. Red fruit 
32. Continent 





40. Prosessive pronoun 





49 . .  Midw. city 
51. Admirer 
52. Came together 
54. Coy 
55. Pale 








67. Places Cor arguments Cab­
brev.> 
68. Greek letter 
69. 1n favor of 
70. Compass direction 
DOW� 
1 .  Expert Ccolloq.) 
2. Close 




7. Interest in corporation 
8. Finger 
9. S \ride 
12. Apartment 
13. What you want to be 
14. Stroke 
21. On the oceans 
25. High degree 
26. Caustic substance 
27. Parent, for short 
28. "The doctor is - -" 
29. Ready 
30. Machine part 
31. Decay 
33. Course option 
35. Rob 
36. Certain 
38. What notes become 
39. Bar 
41. Sleep phenomenon 
43. Roman41 
44. OfCspring 
45. Centers in 30 across 
47.Ukea beacb 
49. What you shouldn't do on 
exams 
50. Freshwater polyp 
52. Actress Thomas 
53. Go into 
54. Blacktorn's fruit 
55. Existed 
57. Onetime 
58. Basketball team 
61. Old air force designation 
63. Employ 
and failures tn defending clients in ''arious 
predicaments. These stories are v.Titten b,· 
Rumpole himself, using the first perso� 
singular tense. 
The fun 10 reading these books is obsening 
Rum pole battle for hts chents. He is a skilllul. 
cunmng and very form1dable advocate. 
Rumpole s motivatons for bemg an ad­
vocate are presented simply as his lo,·e ior 
argumg and teasing JUdges. But there is much 
more to the man than that. Rum pole is a kind 
man who is \'Cry much understanding of the 
fraillttes of human bemgs. He acts as a def-
nese attorney because "He doesn't fancy 
prosecutmg people and causmg them to be 
locked up with their own chamber pots." 
Rurnpole plays by the rules but that doesn't 
mean he's above fakmg a coJiapse m court in 
order to get a necessal') adjournment. or 
trickmg the prosecutor mto bormg the judge 
with a lot of law and winning his case that 
\Ia\'. 
To enJOY ttumpole you must read any of 
Mortimer's books or catch Leo McKern 
playmg Rumpole on PBS s MYSTERY 
tele\ision ser1es. -Micke) Brumm 
FOR LAST WEEK'S SOLUTION SEE PAGE THREE 
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The Paper Chase II: Hart Strikes Back 
8) .John C. Wendlandt 
And these children that you spit on, 
As they try to change their worlds 
Are immune to your consultations 
' 
They're quite aware what they 'r� going 
through. 
David Bowie 
You can rule the world from a yacht in the 
bay. 
Pete Townshend 
It had been the best of time during the two days of orientation. There were no burdens 
and no worries. Instead, the air smelled of 
carnivaj. Egos were unfurled and stroked 
with mastery and care. A spirit of camaraderie 
flourished. And everyone slept so very soun· 
dly. 
Too soundly, perhaps. For not a soul noticed 
the approaching gloom. None heard the foot· 
steps. And well they should have. Becam·e 
behind every happy donkey trods a sour ass. 
And that ass was law school. 
On the first day of classes. they gathered in 
the lecture room. The room seemed at once 
large and small, cavernous and suffocating. 
Some chattered nervously. Most, however. 
sat in sweaty silence. the anticipation having 
suck the breath right out of their lungs, and 
every racing heart knew that life would never 
again be quite so simple. 
When the Old Man entered even the dust in 
the air ceased to move. Slowly but 
deliberately he descended to lhe pulpit. His 
pale blue eyes directed (orward. His 
shoulders thrust back. The portraits on the 
wall. those dark and scowling faces from the 
past, observed the Old Man's procession. And 
tbey smirked as he danced. "The living ex­
tension or history ... tbey thought. "hogwash ... 
Thud The stone walls echoed the sound of the Old Man's books e1>Uiding with the 
podium. The crowd jumped. In the middle of 
the pasty-faced sea someone's materials ex­
ploded onto the Ooor and he scrambled, red· 
eared. to retrieve them. The Old Man did not 
look up. Instead, he carefully extracted a pair 
of reading glasses from his breast pocket and 
he perched them precariously upon his poin· 
ted nose. They rode his cheeks like a pair of 
bouyant half-moons. And every eye in the 
room watched them bob as the Old Man 
spoke. 
"In this institution you will engage in The Old Man was calling out his name Hart 
the study of law. All that you have learned up felt his legs below instinctively pushing to 
to now \\ill fade into nothingness. You are en- stand. He stood. For some unknown reason. 
tering this pursuH thinking like an un- Hart felt compelled to look at his watch. 9·52. 
dergraduate, accustomed to playing pin-the- Almost over. Shit. 
tail-on-the-donkey. You will leave this study "Tell me, Mr. Hart. how do you make 
thinking like a lawyer, with your minds full of money lhe old-fashioned way?" 
mush and your pockets empty." Hart focused on every syllable and they Toward the back of the room sat Hart, a hit him like punches. Still. the question 
child or tbe Midwest who was a long way from was beyond his comprehension. All he could 
home. Hart fixed on the Old Man's every think about was the heart poundmg in hts ear 
word, pause and gesture. He was most atten- and the sweat on his back. 
live. For Hart was a man who was. how do The Old Man stood glowering down at Hart 
you say it, eager. Eager to learn. Eager to from belo'A, his finger gently tapping the 
impress. Eager to find sustenance. And, most podium. After what seemed like hours, Hart 
assuredly, eager to succeed. heard a voice that sounded remarkably like 
Unfortunately. Hart was also very sleepy. his own. but very far away. answer. 
The stress and strain of adjusting to an en- "I believe, sir. that would be prostitution:· 
vironment chock-full of very tall buildings Hart's right hand began to shake uncon· 
<taller, even, than the grain elevators back trollably. 
home> had taken its toll on the young lad's Some of Hart's classmates giggled, ncr-
constitution. His eyelids began to fall as his vously. ThP Old Man. on thE' other hand, 
The Old Man stood glowering down at Hart from 
Belo w, his finger gently tapping the podium. After what 
seemed like hours, Hart heard a vo ice remarkably like h is 
own, but very far away, answer. _ _  
eyelashes stirred molasses. And, as he slip­
ped into unconsciousness, Hart began to 
dream. 
H art dreamt tbat he was a squirrel, leading a playful and industrious 
existence. Before him sat a nice young lady 
feedjng him big juicy walnuts. She was well­
dressed and wore a pin reading 'Very Big 
Law Firm' on her coat pocket. The birds were 
singing, the air was warm and everything 
seemd most pleasant. Suddenly. from 
nowhere, a huge black dog appeared. Ris long 
white fangs were dripping red blood. And 
upon his wet nose sat a pair of readmg glasses 
that bounced above his snarling lips as he 
started to case Hart around the courtyard 
Hart began to tire and the dog moved closer. 
To restore his strength, Hart asked the nice 
lady for another nut. She refused. shook her 
bead firmly and explained to Hart that she 
could give him no more nuts untJl he had lear­
ned to deal with tbe dog. And the dog drew 
closer still. And the dog was screaming, 
"Bark. bart, hart. hart. " 
"Mr Hart." 
looked very annoyed. 
"Mr. Hart. would you kindly step down to 
the r ront of the room?" 
Hart felt the heavy weight of his peer's 
stares push him down. Down to the podium. 
Down lo the Old Man. To a place so far down 
that it was very, very hot. And Hart was 
sweating profusely. 
"Mr. Hart, take this mason jar, place it in 
those tattered remnanlS of your ego and send 
it to your mother. Inform her that you will 
never become a lawyer and that you have 
decided to join the Peace Corps.'' 
T he Old Man delivered these words m the same thoughtful fashion that a vulture 
uses to bite off thP pieces of flesh from its VIC· 
tims. Hart was thoroughly emasculated, h1s 
body limp and his face whrte. He turned, 
walked up the aisle through the doors and not 
once lifted his eyes from the floor His 
classmates watchin� his recessiOnal with a 
mixture of scorn and fear; scorn for one so 
obviously inferior and fear that their 0\1 n in· 
feriorit v would be unmasked 
Back
. 
in his room, Hart contemplated the 
hornfic experience. Never before had he been 
Law in the Raw 
so utterly vanquished. He was lost. Then, just 
as things seemed to bE.' at their lowest. Hart 
remembered a scene from a movie. It was i n  
The Grinch Who Stole Christmas and Hart 
recalled how the Grinch found new strength 
through repentence and saved the sleigh of 
toys from crashing to the gorge. Hart 
reasoned that he. too. could reform. Setting 
his ja'A rirmly, he resolved never again to
. 
be 
caught unprepared m class. - -
Hart spent aU of that night and into the wee 
hours of the next day preparing for class. He 
briefed all of the cases and consulted all of the 
outside sources I excepting some article in the 
Iowa Law Rev1ew ) Three hours of fitful sleep 
left him a nen·ous wreck. sure. but Hart was 
ready to do battle 'Atlh the Old Man. He had 
somethmg to prove to the Old Man. To his 
classmates. To himself 
Sitting in the lecture room before the begin­
mng of class. Hart was conscious of many 
things. His casebook. his notes, his briefs, the 
highlighted copies of the articles he had read, 
And reread. His classmates sitting nearby 
wt>re conscious of the fact that Hart had not 
bathed for some lime. And that was their 
downfall For Hart knew that 'personal 
hygiene' was defimtely NOT on lhe syllabus 
for this course. 
F inally, the Old Man entered and proceeded to chmb upon his pedestal. 
Souring the pasty-fac� sea, he was surprised 
to be mel by II art's defiant stare. This left the 
Old Man very uneasy And, after locating 
Hart upon the seating chart, the Old Mao 
called out his name. 
"Mr. Hart, could you please recite the facts 
of Ruf v. Murdoch?' 
In Chief .Justice Hart's autobiography, he 
relates that this point in time was the turning 
point in his life The first step on his journey to 
fame and fortune tn the legal jungle. And 
among those of us who are familiar with his 
life story, and most everyone is, there is 
"'idespread agreement that Hart made the 
right decision. He was a ·great' layer. And the 
five divorces. the su1crdes of his children, and 
the ulcer that you could drive a winnebago 
through, and the fact that he led a generally 
mrserable life all lake nothing away from his 
greatness. For the law is a game and Hart, 
who cultivated the art of denying reality, was 
a consummate player 
Time of your life. huh kid. 
By Dana Deane and Mark Berry 
Who 's Connin ' Who? 
that law students tend to be less stable mentally than the 
average population. "In order to be a good adversary, you 
might need to be suspicious of everybody or obsessively 
hardworking or very anxious and hyped,·· said Andrew 
Benjamin, who is a lawyer and a psychologist at the Un· 
iversity of Washington Medical School in Seattle. The 
research conducted on 706 pre-law students at the Univer­
sity of Arizona, which is thought to be typical of many law 
schools, shows increasing depression from first to third 
year students, slacking off two years into practice. In 
general the study indicated that anywhere from 17 to 40 
percent of law students feel much hostility, paranoia. and 
alienation once they enter law school "As soon as student 
hit law school, these symptoms become significantly 
elevated," Benjamin said. ''The distress level stayed the 
same throughout law school, except by tne U11ro year 
depression was worse." He cautioned that he didn't want to 
m
_
ake it sound like all lawyers arc psychopaths, but 
w1despread use or the same tests have found that only 2 
percent of the general popuJation would have such 
Significant symptoms, he said. 
Legal Grunt Work 
In Mansfield, Ohio, two women tried to con an elderly 
lady out of $700, but wound up giving her Sl300 instead. 
The bungling thieves tried to execute the common con 
game "the pigeon drop.'' In the scheme, the two told the 
senior that they had found some money and needed help 
finding the owner. In exchange for her help, all three of 
them would keep some of the cash and split it. As a sign of 
good faith, the elderly lady was to put up $700. 
The con "artists" told their "pigeon" to give an envelope 
supposedly containing the lost money to a man in lhe local 
J.C. Penny. After she gave the envelope to this man, she 
would receive her share in the mail, they told her. The en­
velopes got mixed up; the old lady was left holding the 
bag-with $1300 in it. 
Chicago Tribune, October I, 1985 
Law School Wtll Make You Crazy 
It's finally official. A new study presented at the annual 
meeting of the American Psychological Association shows 
. ·;. 
Ruling that the action of l' .S. Customs officials did not 
constitute an illegal search and se1zure. lhe Supreme Court 
upheld the conviction of Rosa l\lontova de Hernandez by a 7 
to 2 vote. 
Customs officials had detained the suspect in Los Angeles 
awaiting an unusual order for a rectal examination. After 
the judge issued the order and what an appeals court called 
an "heroic" attempt to stave off calls of nature, the woman 
evantually excreted 88 balloons containing about a pound of 
cocaine. 
By ruling that there was no constitutional violation, the 
Court was able to avoid messy arguments about some new 
approach to the exclusionary rule. 
Student Lawyer, October 1985 
Help Wanted 
Do you want to expose the other side of the law? Heard 
any funny stories lately? Drop off your con­
tributions to "Law in the Raw" in Dana Dean's or Mark 
Berry's pendaflexes . 
